Medically incongruent chronic back pain: physical limitations, suffering, and ineffective coping.
Chronic low back pain (CLBP) patients with pain and symptomatology incongruent with physical pathology have been found to have a poorer outcome to medical treatment and rehabilitation, and to use health care resources excessively. To examine possible psychological and behavioral bases for this pattern, this investigation contrasted 40 CLBP patients who displayed non-organic physical signs, inappropriate symptoms, and/or anatomically incongruent pain drawings with 40 'control' CLBP patients without incongruent pain criteria. Multivariate analyses revealed that the incongruent CLBP group reported greater pain intensity and depression, received higher observer ratings of pain, displayed more ambulatory/postural pain behavior, and reported more dysfunctional cognitions during pain. Incongruent CLBP patients also were found to have greater physical impairment and disability. When group differences on physical impairment/disability were controlled statistically, all the afore-mentioned differences disappeared, with one exception. Incongruent CLBP patients still displayed more maladaptive and dysfunctional cognitions. These findings indicate that incongruent CLBP patients may be conceptualized as ineffective and overwhelmed in their attempts to cope and as more physically disabled as a result of their pain. The role of cognitive factors, reasons for failure of physically based interventions, and implications for patient management are discussed.